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Entry 19: “Smashing” 
 

“When a few miles north of Ft. Scott, the rebels turned us to the left in a south-easterly direction, 

at a double quick. I could see nothing myself, but knew that Price was headed off from his prey. 

… 

 “The road was now littered with cast away plunder. 

  “Like a ship in a storm, the cargo was being thrown overboard. 

 “I first picked up a book. To my surprise it was Uncle Tom’s Cabin. … 

 “More than a dozen new axes were scattered along the roadside, in one place. 

 “I came across a long tin can. It would make a better water bucket than my hat, and had a 

stout cord for a handle. But when I seized it, the can seemed stuck to the ground. I then saw it 

was a canister for artillery service – and would weigh a dozen pounds or more. There were also 

tools, and various kinds of hardware. A guard made me pick up a musket and give to him; but it 

was broken and useless. 

 “Near the road I saw two barrels that had been emptied of their contents on the ground. By 

the smell, it was whisky…. 

 “We were approaching a heavy body of timber. Just before we reached it, we entered a lane, 

with a fenced field on the left hand side. In the field were many horsemen. Some were shouting: 

 “‘Shelby’s men, fall in here!’  A little farther on, others were calling out: 

 “‘Marmaduke’s men, fall in.’  It was a perfect bedlam of orders and confused outcries. 

 “The road was thronged with mounted men, evidently very badly demoralized. Some no 

doubt fell in with their commands, but the greater part seemed anxious to go on. 

 “At this time I did not know that these were fugitives from a lost battle – field.”  

 

 

Reader, Samuel J., “Samuel J. Reader’s Autobiography, Volume 3” (Kansas Historical Society, 

www.kansasmemory.org/item/206900), 306-314 transcription, 90-95 part 2 handwritten. 

  

About this source: In 1864 Samuel Reader joined the Second Kansas militia when General Sterling 

Price threatened to invade eastern Kansas with his Confederate troops.  Reader kept a daily diary 

and later wrote an autobiography using entries from his diary. The handwritten autobiography also 

contains illustrations drawn by Reader. A digitized copy of the original autobiography, and a typed 

transcript of it, can be found on the Kansas Historical Society’s website, Kansas Memory 

kansasmemory.org. 
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